eclipse honing guide modification

8 Sep - 9 min - Uploaded by FineWoodworking Bob Van Dyke shows you how to take an inexpensive honing guide and
turn it into a go-to tool.Eclipse Evolution Our Honing Guide of Choice The modifications ensured the blades being
sharpened were square to the roller and hence.Shot by Gary Junken, Edited by Cari Delahty, Produced by Ben Strano.
Most of us head out to the shop to work wood, not sharpen. You're.Well, I went anxiously about the task of honing. I use
the Eclipse-style side clamping guide, and I really like it. Cheap, effective, and simple.I was having trouble keeping my
1/8 and 1/4 inch chisels flat for honing, so I modified an Eclipse guide. I added 2 bearings for rollers and made.Just
wanted to make a little update where I show the honing jig I use and a jig for Yes I use the Eclipse honing guide to help
me control on the grinding . As a matter of interest, Eclipse modified that guide a bit-and here are.The Eclipse honing
guide is quite good for plane blades but not so satisfactory for bevel edge chisels. There's a modification you can
make.All, I picked up one of those cheap honing guides, and have an issue when Regular Eclipse style, modified like in
the Lie Nielsen video.I bought the Robert Larson honing guide through Amazon for around $ . then be sure to modify
the cheap eclipse-style honing guide.Honing Guide Modification, GoBack Although it's not a product we make (yet),
this guide is based on the discontinued Eclipse honing guide.With the Eclipse guide, I could hone an iron that had about
an 8 radius on its edge. When I put that same iron in the standard Lie-Nielsen (at a.Self-Centering Side Clamping
Sharpening Honing Guide Jig for Chisels and Blades from .. It shows how to modify this mass-produced honing guide to
prevent.I did some modifications to my honing guide: .. stone for grinding and use 3m lapping film on glass for honing
with an eclipse style jig. I worry.Honing Guide Modification .. Prep the eclipse right and your chisels are always square
right off the . I modified it and it seems to work well.I have been studying the discussions on the modifying of the
Eclipse 36 Honing Guide, and there are 2 matters I don't understand. Firstly, why.
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